
learningBOX2.26 is now available.

■Dashboard

■Select a course

■Manage contents

■Check grades

■Manage users

New Release learningBOX Ver2.26

Shared server

Display items Up to 20 content with the Access period or Deadline reminder can be displayed on the Dashboard.

Restrict attempts

on multiple tabs/devices/browsers
Attempts on multiple tabs/devices/browsers can be restricted.

Quiz/Exam Auto-grading for Report/Questionnaires is now available according to the number of letters.

Proctoring Proctoring features for online exam can be set.

Assessment tags Rounding method can be selected on the assessment tag settings.

Score chart A panel regarding assessment tags can be added to the score chart.

Badges The interface design has been changed.

Proctor report Learners' on-screen activities during an exam will be captured and stored on the proctor report.

Schedule
・The upcoming training/seminars can be displayed on the schedeule.

・Users can reserve/buy the event from the schedule displayed on the dashboard.

Account sign-up settings It is selectable to use profile pictures for proctoring.

Profile picture approval requests
・Profile picture approval requests will be listed.

・Approvers can approve/reject the requests.

Sign-in settings
・Multiple Terms and Conditions can be created and managed depending on the version.

・Different Terms and Condtion can be displayed for each group.



■Environment settings

■Background processing

■Others

■Site customizer

■Training

■Curriculum

■Manage products

■Manage seminars

Manage badges
Regarding the badges set to the deleted/preciously assigned content, it is selectable if they are regarded as acquired

badges or not.

Background processing Each tasks will be executetd in the background and the processing will automatically be recorded.

Manage trainings

Bulk training registration/renewal/deletion is available with a CSV file.

Reservation manager and Attendance managers can be assigned.

The new feature has been added to prevent users from reserving trainings/seminars when the events are set in the same

time slot.

New conditions to restrict reservations with badges have been added.

Profile

(Formerly shown as Edit your profile)

・The function name has been changed.

・Profile picture can be registered for the proctoring features.

Customization

System locale settings 18 languages are now available.

Manage seminars

When the multiple training/seminars are set in the same time slot, managers can disallow the users to reserve the events.

New conditions for the seminar purchcases with badges have been added.

Manage reservations

(For stakeholders)
QR code attendance is now available.

Training reservation history Registered training will be displayed with a QR code for attendance on the users' devices.

Basic settings Items displayed on tickets can be selected for printing.

Manage curriculum New conditions to restrict selection with badges have been added.

eCommerce

Manage products New conditions to restrict purchases with badges have been added.


